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5 THINGS YOU NEED 
TO KNOW ABOUT 
AUDIENCE 
ENGAGEMENT



1 Know what audience 
engagement is, and that 
you’re probably already 
doing it in some fashion.



AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT IS:

A process in which you invite your 
audience to connect, often 

through some type of planned 
involvement.



AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT IS:

Connecting your cool stuff to 
people who are interested in your 
cool stuff, and listening to what 
other cool stuff they might want.



Building a partnership with your 
audience.

Building a partnership with your 
audience.

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT IS:



AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT IS:

Building a relationship with your 
audience.

Building a relationship with your 
audience.



When you see 
“AUDIENCE 

ENGAGEMENT”  
you should think:



LOYALTY



AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT ISN’T:

Using social media solely a vessel 
for self-promotion.



DON’T 
BE 

THIS 
GUY



5:3:2



There is no “ratio”



Just make sure to:



Share interesting and related topics from others 



Occasionally 
post something 
personal or off-
topic to show 
you’re not an 
automaton



Peek at your 
account 

every now 
and then to 
see if you 

look 
spammy



AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT ISN’T:

Ignoring the wisdom of the crowd.



credit: Meg Pickard & Joy Mayer





AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT ISN’T:

Shouting into the void and seeing 
who responds.







2 Know your 
audience



DO YOU KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE’S:
Average age? 

Average income? 
Gender breakdown? 

Career level? 
Primary means of engaging with your 

content? 
Which social networks are they active on and 

what are they looking for there?



You can’t build a relationship with 
someone you don’t know.



DO YOU KNOW YOUR COMPETITORS?

Get to know ‘em fast with a tool 
like CrowdTangle.



DO YOU KNOW YOUR COMPETITORS?



3 Move audiences 
through the 

engagement funnel.



LOW LEVEL

MID LEVEL

HIGH LEVEL

NEXT 
 LEVEL



LOW 
LEVEL

NEXT 
LEVEL
NEXT 

LEVEL



LOW LEVEL
Don’t avoid wading into the comments.



LOW LEVEL
Don’t avoid wading into the comments.



YOUR TURN
Respond to a “troll.”



LOW LEVEL
Craft a social media comment policy for users.



LOW LEVEL
Tag the subjects of your work!



LOW LEVEL
Stop and ask yourself. Would you interact with this?



MID LEVEL
Ask questions. What do you want to know? (And what will people answer?)



MID LEVEL
Ask questions anyone can answer. 



YOUR TURN
Write an engaging social question

The last thing you want should this situation 
arise is to be ill-prepared for what lies ahead. 
Screaming kids, annoying parents, and the 
worst offenders of all: overzealous, self-
proclaimed Disney freaks await. This reign of 
terror can only be endured with the help of 
some strong hooch. Unfortunately, horribly 
saccharine and overpriced drinks dominate 
most of the menus across the property, 
which includes the Magic Kingdom, 
Hollywood Studios, the Animal Kingdom, and 
Epcot. 
For this reason, I will do my best to share 
inspired drinks in all four parks beyond the 
standard sugar-water-with-a-shot. Think of 
me as your intoxicant informant.



MID LEVEL
Work your way up to more involved questions.



MID LEVEL
Pay attention when people are interested. Then circle back later.



HIGH LEVEL
Invite people to share. 



HIGH LEVEL
Invite people to share. 

(and keep a sense of humor about it)



HIGH LEVEL
Ask yourself if you’d do it



4 Offer opportunities to 
engage throughout the 
publication process.



BEFORE PUBLISHING
Post about what you’re working on



BEFORE PUBLISHING
Big story? Announce a live conversation in advance.



DURING PUBLISHING
Something breaking? Post a paragraph and promise more.



DURING PUBLISHING
Tweet a summary in a few connected tweets

Tweet 1: Just published a piece on X topic, which has some 
interesting implications for Y. 

Tweet 2: Implication 

Tweet 3: Another implication 

Tweet 4: This means that Y might have to… 

Tweet 5: Read more here: [link]



DURING PUBLISHING
Tweet a summary in a few connected tweets



DURING PUBLISHING
Share it with sources



AFTER PUBLISHING
Twitter: Post as often as you want, as long as you don’t 
post the same exact thing more than once 

Facebook: Only once. Make it good. 

Instagram: Only once on your main and several times 
on your story. 

LinkedIn: Post several times, but spread it out by days.



AFTER PUBLISHING
Elevate the author



5 You have to be an 
engaging social user to 
engage social users.



FIND PASSION
Play favorites — it’s OK to focus on 

one or two social networks 

Look for the evangelists in your 
workplace 

Look for opportunities to experiment 
with new approaches



BE PERSONAL-ISH
Be personal time to time (and, 

remember, forget the formulas) but 
positive almost always 

Know your privacy settings 

Listen to your instincts



WATCH YOUR TONE
Your tone should match your story



YOUR TURN
Answer:

1. What’s your tone? 

2. Do you and your organization have different 
tones? 

3. How did you arrive at each?  

4. What types of responses do you generally 
get?



WATCH YOUR TONE
Post like you talk. What would you say to a friend?

California’s record rainfall 
may have played a role in 
causing a rash of leopard 

shark die-offs this year, either 
by flushing a fungal pathogen 

and other toxins into 
seawater, or by lowering the 
salinity of the San Francisco 

Bay and weakening the 
sharks, allowing the fungus to 

do more damage.

I say “drought relief,” you say 
“shark genocide.”



WATCH YOUR TONE
Post like you talk. What would you say to a friend?



WATCH YOUR TONE
Don’t be afraid to try something new.



6 Get your entire 
organization involved 

and on the same page



GETTING THE TEAM TOGETHER

Be selective about what you try. 
Choose things that match your 

organization’s priorities and tone.



GETTING THE TEAM TOGETHER

Explain to your colleagues what they 
can gain from engagement. More 

readers/viewers, more and better ideas 
and fresh insights are always welcome.



GETTING THE TEAM TOGETHER

Track success, and share 
the story of your success 

across the team.



EXPERIMENT

Be open to new platforms.



EXPERIMENT

Be honest with your audience 
— don’t be afraid to tell them 
you’re trying something new.



EXPERIMENT

Treat social media as a 
sandbox.





GOT A PROBLEM?

There’s 
probably a 

way 
around it.



TWO FINAL THOUGHTS

Keep your chin up.



TWO FINAL THOUGHTS

Have fun.



BURNING QUESTIONS?

Let’s talk.



THANK YOU
Ren LaForme   /   @itsren   /   ren@poynter.org
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LET’S PUT THIS 
INTO ACTION


